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The reason motion pictures 
are called "movies" is  
because the pictures move.  
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Dedicated	to	those	who	
see the Science behind 
the silver screen movies.
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Movies	shows	life	in	action.
Life	moves.		Birds	fly.		
Cars race.  People rush.  
Our story starts with light 
and an image.

1

Intro 
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1) LIGHT

Our story about movie science starts 
with Light.  Light is bright photons of  
energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM)	waves.

  Light bounces off objects and into our eyes.

photonphoton

photonphoton

photonphoton
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Light from the sun and bulbs is called white  
light.  It is actually made up of all the colors. 

Colors 
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	White	light	shines	on	objects.		Most	of	 
the	light	is	absorbed.		We	see	the	color	that	bounces	or	reflects.
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Our eyes focus light to make the images 
we see.  Our eyes have cells that change 
light bits into e-Bits that go to our brains.

Eyes 

 

At the back of the eye are separate cone cells  
that are sensitive to Red, Green or Blue light.
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Lenses bend light to focus images.
Try this!  Focus light through a hand  
lens or magnifying glass. See the picture?

2) LENS

 Glasses have lenses that bend light to help us clearly see.
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Lenses in microscopes help us see the very small.

Lenses in telescopes help us see far away space objects.

Cameras have lenses too.

lenslens
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A	camera	is	a	dark	box	with	 
a way to let in a brief burst of light.  

3) Camera

Cameras also have a way to catch or capture  
the	image	with	film	first	and	later	digital	sensors.

lenslens

filmfilm
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The	first	cameras	need	over	an	hour	to	prepare,	
take and develop ONE picture.  Also, photogra-
phy	takes	a	box	full	of	chemical	and	supplies.

a  Camera 
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
	 Bromide	Boxes
d		Mercury	Cabinet
e  Plate Holders
f		Boxes	for	Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h		Washing	Dish

a    a    

b    b    

c    c    

dd

ee

ff gghh
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Cameras don't create images.  
Cameras capture them.  

The	first,	cameras	could	only	
take Black and White pictures.

B&W Pictures
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William TalbotWilliam Talbot Louis	DaguerreLouis	Daguerre

These are two of the inventors of photography.
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LincolnLincoln GrantGrant

Civil WarCivil War



The	Science	of	film	uses	tiny	
bits of silver chemicals that 
are sensitive to light.  They 
turn dark when light shines 
on them.  The camera lets in a 
burst of light. The light turns 
the silver into gray shapes.  
The word "photograph"  
means 'drawn by light.'
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Light Sensitive Silver
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silver grainssilver grains

film	under	electron	microscopefilm	under	electron	microscope
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At this time, Cameras can only take still 
photos.  People play with the idea of making 
pictures move.  First, we need some  
Science of how our brains see pictures. 
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For	100’s	of	years,	toys	
have made images move.

For	example,	quickly	
turning the separate  
pictures of the cage  
and bird, makes the  
eyes see them together.
Why?

Moving Toys
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One side has a drawing of a cage.  The other 
side has a bird.  Flip the toy quickly to see 
the bird in the cage.  Why?



When the eyes and brain see an image,  
they hold onto it for a split second.  

It is like the image echoes in the eye.  

The Science is called 
'Persistence of Vision.'

15

Eye Echoes
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Flip books show the persistence of vision.
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This	is	an	example	of	eye	echoes.

Stare at this picture.  
You'll see black dots where there aren't any.  
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Try This!
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In 1878, a man named 
Muybridge	wanted	
to know if a running 
horse ever lifted all 
of its hoofs off of 
the ground at the 
same time? 

Horse Hoofs
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He lined up 24 cameras along a race-
track.  As the horse galloped by, its 
hoofs pulled thin wires connected to 
cameras.  The result was a sequence  
of pictures.  Some of the pictures  
showed all the hoofs in the air.
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Zoopraxiscope
Muybridge	hand	painted	the	series	of	picture	on	
a big disk.  He invented a projector to show the 

short moving images to people.  
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Muybridge	took	other	sets	of	pictures.		 
He made more disks with moving animals and  

people.  He showed the moving images to audiences.
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Based	on	Muybridge's	ideas,	 
Edison patented a camera that 
takes many pictures a second.
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Edison made the Kinetoscope  
to show his moving pictures. 
People paid a nickel to peer through 
the single eye piece to watch the 
short moving pictures. Only one person 
could see the short “movie” at a time.

Show For One 
(kinetoscope)

Imagines in ActionImagines in Action

lenslens

filmfilm
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Other people searched for ways to 
show movies to many people at one time.
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4) B&W Movies

A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second  
onto	moving	film.		The	Lumiere	Brothers	made	cameras	 
to	make	short	Black	and	White	Movies.		Their	movies		
capture scenes of everyday life, like trains  
pulling into a station or workers leaving a factory.

Notice the hand turned 
crank	that	moves	the	film.

Electric 
arc light

lens

camera
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Black	and	White	Movies	are	silent.		They	do	not	have	sound.
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Cinematograph
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Projectors shined bright light through the moving  
film	and	onto	screens.		Many	people	at	the	same	 
time	watched	the	short	Black	and	White	Movies.

People quickly grew bored of watching moving pictures of  
ordinary	everyday	life.		They	wanted	something	more	exciting!
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Science of Stories

Stories are interesting.  Our ancestors shared stories  
with each other even before they invented writing.  Instead  

of saying watch out for wild animals.  They tell a story of being chased 
by wild animals.  The plot is the intense run for survival.

Cave	people	also	drew	pictures	to	make	their	storytelling	more	exciting!

28
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Our	brains	are	hard-wired	to	like	stories.		With	conflicts	and	
characters, we engage our senses & synapses.  We emotionally 
connect	with	flight,	fight	and	feel	good	chemicals.		Different	
parts of our brain link together as we process the story quest,  
climaxes	and	cures.		There	is	Science	behind	why	stories	 
stick to our memories and make good plots for movies.



Silent Movies
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Silent, Black and White movies told stories like comedy,  
romance and cowboy adventures.  People paid a nickle a piece 

to watch these movies.  Piano music added the only sounds  
as	the	silent	movies	flickered	on	the	big	silver	screens.
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CA Sun & Scenery
The	first	movie	cameras	needed	lots	of	light.		Movie	
producers moved to California for the sun and scenery.  
Within a short distance of Hollywood are snow covered 
mountains for Alaskan shows; forests for Robin Hood; 
deserts for Arabian Tales and of course lots of beaches.
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The	first	movies	were	made	on	easy	to	burn,	 
flammable	film.		The	light	source	was	an	open	 
flame	from	electric	arc	lights	right	behind	the	 
film.		The	films	often	caught	on	fire.		
Many	projection	booths	were	lined	with	tin	so	that	
the	fires	would	not	burn	down	the	wooden	movie	
theaters.		Actually	there	were	quite	a	few	fires.

Film Fires
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In	the	1920’s,	7	out	of	every	10	
people in the USA went to the 
movies monthly.  Going to the 
movies was an important event.  
People dressed for it.  Ushers 
wore uniforms and the theaters 
were decorated nicely.
The movies showed que cards 
with a few words to let the 
audience know more about the 
story.  Pianos added tempo and 
emotion to the otherwise silent 
shows. 

Attendance
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Clever	people	figure	out	the	Science	of	movie	sound.		Sound	 
Waves	shake	the	air.		Microphones	turn	sound	into	electric	e-Bits	 
that	change	into	light	patterns.		The	L-Bits	shine	onto	the	film	to	 
make the sound track that is in sync with the moving pictures.  

5) Sound

micmic

e-Bitse-Bits

LightLight

e-Bits  in
e-Bits  in

L-Bits  out
L-Bits  out

lenslens

FILMFILM

Record	sound	onto	film.Record	sound	onto	film.
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The sound is played back by shining light through 
the sound track.  L-Bits change into e-Bits.  The  
e-Bits	flow	through	a	wire	coil	and	turn	on	or	off	 
an electro-magment.  That pushes and pulls on  
a permanent magnet to shake a cone.  That  
make sound wave patterns in-sync with the movie.

Playback movie sound.Playback movie sound.

Playback Sound

Light
Light

    L-Bits L-Bits inin
e-Bitse-Bits  out  out
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    e-Bitse-Bits

    sound wavesound wave

electro electro 
-magnet-magnet

Movies	with	sound	are	called	"Talkies".		But	they	were	still	in	Black	and	White.
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Movie	Science	links	Colors	with;	 
Eye	Cells;	Film	Layers	and	TV	Pixel	Points.

Colors 

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

eyeseyes

film	film	

TVTV 
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Recap Eyes 
- RGB Cells 

38

RGB Cells RGB Cells 

eyeseyes

Simply said, eyes see colors because of 3 types of cone cells.   
That is, cells sensitive to Red, Green and Blue Light.  Light  
focused through lenses shines an image on the back of the eye.  
RGB Cone cells turn the Light into e-Bits that our brain sees.
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Color Pictures
- RGB Film Layers

39

RGB Layers RGB Layers 

film	film	

In	Black	and	White	film,	light	changes	silver	
bits into pictures with light or dark parts.  For 
color,	people	learn	how	to	make	film	with	3	
layers.  Separate layers are sensitive to RGB 
light. 

RGB filmRGB film
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That is, the image is separated into  
Red, Green and Blue parts in different layers.

The 3 layers combine to make the color picture.
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Now	back	to	Movies.

Color TV  - RGB Points 

Quick side note on Color TV Science.  The TV screen has tiny  
Red, Green and Blue points.  The points glow and the RGB colors  
mix	together.		Our	brain	turns	the	pixel	points	into	complete	 

pictures.  Old analog TVs, show over 20 pictures a second. 

RGB Points (Pixels) RGB Points (Pixels)  

TVTV 
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Movie	cameras	capture	color	images	onto	film.

6) Color Movies

lenslens

filmfilm

filmfilm
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Projectors

Theater projectors shine light through  
the	moving	film.		Lenses	focus	and	magnify	

the moving pictures onto screens.  
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The "Wizard of Oz" movie starts in 
black and white and then turns into color.
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To Recap - Story Science

Our	brains	are	set-up	to	like	stories.		We	experience	
emotions with multi-media movies.  Our senses come alive 
and our brain cells link together to process the colorful 
pictures	and	surround-sounds	of	exciting	storytelling.

45



We laugh with comedies.
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We relate to and often cry with dramas. 
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We startle and scream at scary movies.

Our hearts dance with romance movies.

Today, most movies are digital.



7) Digital 

Digital	cameras	do	not	use	film.		They	use	sensors	that	 
are like our eyes.  The bent light images shines on each  
pixel	point.		The	sensor	changes	the	L-Bits	into	e-Bit	 
patterns with different values of Red, Green and Blue.
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Today, digital projectors are able to show stored 
movies	directly	onto	screens	without	film.		The 
Digital	Light	Projector,	DLP	uses	special	 
chips	called	Digital	Micro-mirror	devices	(DMD).	
Each chip has millions of very tiny mirrors. 
The digital projector sends Light bits of color to 
each	mirror	at	the	right	time.		Millions	of	micro-
mirrors	reflect	the	L-Bits	onto	the	screen.	

DMDDMD 

Digital Micro-Mirrors 



To	recap,	the	computer	sends	e-Bit	signals	to	the	Digital	
Projector.		The	DMD	chip	controls	the	change	of	e-Bits	into	
L-Bits that shine through lenses onto the screen
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Science Summary 

Our movies are made with the Science of images  
in Action.  Over centuries, Scientists learn that:
. Lenses focus light to make images
. Light	changes	silver	on	film	to	make	images
.	Movie	cameras	take	20+	pictures	a	second
. Projectors show moving pictures onto screens.
. Our eyes see image echoes (persistence of vision)
. Our brains turn them into colorful movies.
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Significance of Moving Pictures
from selfies to cinemas 

Why	do	Movies	matter	to	me?

In	the	past,	only	the	rich	could	afford	the	expensive	 
cameras and chemicals to take Black and White photographs.
Today, we carry digital movie cameras in our pockets with 
our smartphones.  We create our own movies and share them 
worldwide.  Science of integrated light, electricity and  
magnets enables our modern movies.
Moving	pictures	give	us	perspective	of	ourselves	and	our	 
societies.  We marvel at footprints and fossils from distant 
dinosaurs.  We fascinate at the ruins of ancient civilizations.  
Just as pictures connect together to make movies, so is  
humanity	linked	together.		Ubuntu	means	"I	exist	because	all	
humanity	does".		May	we	keep	this	mind	as	we	make	our	videos	
and movies.

UbuntuUbuntu



Movies	are	made	of	images	in	motion.		They	
are full of emotion and entertainment too.  
From silent Black and White pictures to 
bright digital colors with surround sounds, 
movies have come a long way.
Movies	have	gone	from	grains	of	silver	 
to being fully ingrained into our lives.   
Movies	are	like	mirrors.		They	show	 
the world around us and the ones  
we create in our minds.
Will be interesting to see what future  
generations think of our movies.  Will  
they look at them the same way, we  
look at the old, silent, B&W movies? 

Conclusion 
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More	than	just	moving	pictures,	
films	are	archival,	archeological	
evidence of our actions,  
interests and cultures.  

Frozen in frames of colored  
silver	bits	and	digital	pixels,	
movies are records and 
reflections	from	all	of	us.	
Popcorn optional.
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1) LIGHT
Light is bright photons of energy that travel on Electromagnetic 
(EM)	waves.		Light	bounces	off	of	objects.		Our	eyes	focus	light	
to make images we see.  Our eyes have cells that change light bits 
into e-Bits that go to our brains.
2) LENS
Lenses bend light to focus images too.  Glasses have lenses 
that bend light to help us clearly see.
3) CAMERA
A	camera	is	a	dark	box	with	a	way	to	let	in	a	brief	burst	of	
light.  Cameras also have a way to catch or capture the image 
with	film	first	and	later	digital	sensors.
4) B&W MOVIES
A movie camera takes over 20 pictures a second onto moving 
film.		Projectors	shine	bright	light	through	the	moving	film	 
and	onto	screens	to	show	movies.		Black	and	White	Movies	 
are silent. 
5) SOUND
Sound	Waves	shake	the	air.		Microphones	turn	sound	into	elec-
tric e-Bits that change into light patterns.  The L-Bits shine 
onto	the	film	to	make	the	sound	track	that	is	in	sync	with	the	
moving pictures.  
6) COLOR MOVIES
Color	film	has	different	layers	that	capture	light.		Points	of	
light are captured by chemicals sensitive to Red, Green and 
Blue (RGB) Light.  This is similar to how our Printers use RGB 
inks to print out our pictures.
7) DIGITAL
Digital	Cameras	use	sensors	that	our	like	our	eyes.		The	bent	
light	images	shines	on	each	pixel	point.		The	Sensor	changes	
the L-Bits into e-Bit patterns with values for how much Red, 
Green and Blue.

Images in Action - Summary
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Back Cover 

This book is about the story behind the 
motions in movies.  It is an epic adventure 
from	silent,	still,	Black	and	White	films	to	
the colorful movies of today.  That is our 
cue.		Let’s	get	started.		Ready	the	light	
sensitive silver, set the cameras and of 
course go with lots of ACTION!

Images in Action
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